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Introduction
Cyber-Physical systems (CPS) consist of two layers, one comprised of the physical processes, and one
computational and networking layer (Lee 2008). Modern water systems (distribution network, treatment
plants, etc.) are CPS, as the physical system is supervised and operated by sensors and actuators through
SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) in real-time. Advantages of CPS are automation,
increased reliability and efficiency. However, a major disadvantage of the networking, communication and
remote control of CPS is the susceptibility to cyber and physical attacks (or combinations) (Rasekh et al.
2016). Indeed, various incidents of cyber-physical attacks have threatened real-world water CPS, making
them among the most targeted critical infrastructure (ICS-CERT 2016), e.g. like the 2000 Maroochy Water
Services incident.
As water CPS are critical for human society, life and health, there is an immediate need of developing
robust tools able to assess performance under cyber-physical threat scenarios. Influential work in this new
field is implemented by Taormina et al. (2017), with the characterization of cyber-physical attacks in water
distribution systems and the development of an EPANET-based modelling environment of such attacks.
In this work, we present the development of a stress-testing modelling platform for Cyber-Physical
water distribution systems, able to simulate both the cyber layer information flow and the physical
processes.

Materials and methods
Our modelling platform called RISKNOUGHT (risk + nought, to risk nothing) is EPANET-based as it is a
proven tool for water distribution network simulations. We use the WNTR toolbox (Klise et al. 2017) which
provides the functionality of simulating and analysing systems and model input/output. WNTR has a built-in
hydraulic simulation engine using the same equations as EPANET and is also able to use EPANET’s engine.
The advantage of WNTR simulation engine is the ability to perform Pressure Driven Analysis, which is
essential for simulating the inability of meeting demands due to disrupted system operation under a cyberphysical attack. Hence, we use WNTR’s simulation engine as the basis of the physical layer of the system.
On top of the physical layer we develop the cyber infrastructure objects: sensors, actuators,
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), central SCADA and Historian (the database of the SCADA) and their
respective connections (wireless, optical fiber etc.). These objects form the control logic of the network by
interacting with each other. The control logic explicitly and directly controls the state of the physical layer
in each simulation time step. For example: A sensor in a tank senses its level (the actual tank head of the
hydraulic simulation in this particular time-step) transmits this information to a PLC, which accordingly to
its specified set of instructions sends a signal to an actuator to turn a pump off (setting the pump to off in
the hydraulic network). The actuator transmits an ACK (“acknowledged”) signal back to the PLC and the PLC
reports all inputs and actions to the supervisory SCADA, which stores data in the Historian.
We have developed methods of various interactions between both layers that can simulate a
comprehensive list of cyber-physical threat scenarios on a wide range of attack vectors throughout the CPS.
This includes:
1

Attacks that target sensors, like manipulating readings, making them appear offline or physically
destroy them etc.
 Attacks that target actuators, like intercepting signal from PLCs and sending fake ACK messages,
making them offline, performing Denial Of Service attacks, alter behaviour etc.
 Attacks on PLCs, like altering/deleting the instruction sets, making them offline etc.
 Attacks on master SCADA and Historian units, like disrupting communications with the slave PLCs,
making the whole cyber system offline, altering database values etc.
 Physical attacks on the hydraulic system, like destroying pumps, valves, pipes etc.
More than one attacks are possible to affect multiple components of the system, and start times and
duration of the events can be described, using a novel scenario planner tool that sets the environment for
the cyber-physical simulation. By using the scenario planner we can conduct a thorough stress-testing of
the system with a multitude of different attack combinations and system states in order to identify
vulnerabilities and assess performance.
Consequences of the cyber-physical attacks, including cascading effects on the physical layer, can be
quantified through the use of selected Key Performance Indicators, in multiple dimensions (e.g. demand
coverage, recovery time, Customer Minutes lost), depicting the criticality of the CPS service failure.


Results and concluding remarks
We present a cyber-physical stress-testing platform able to simulate both the cyber and physical layers
of a water distribution network and assess performance versus a wide range of cyber-physical attacks. The
use of the platform is presented by utilizing the C-Town water distribution system, which is based on a realworld medium-sized network (Ostfeld et al. 2012), already used as benchmark for similar purposes. It is
suggested that such tools are crucial for preparing water utilities to shield their systems from potential
threats of the evolving digital landscape.
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